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Introduction to the Hiring Guide
Purpose
This document is intended to help you – a DOC hiring
manager serviced by DOCHROC – understand the entire
hiring process from start to finish. The federal hiring
process often feels daunting; however, this clear and
easy-to-follow guidance is designed to help you
understand the process, so you can track your hiring
actions and anticipate next steps along the way.
In this hiring guide, you will find: process overviews,
how-to guidance, reference materials, quick tips, and key
points-of-contact on all aspects of the process, from
identifying a hiring need, to onboarding your new
employee. This guide will be updated as certain
processes change over time. This guide will be available
to all DOCHROC staff and HR Specialists to ensure that
all stakeholders share a uniform understanding of the
hiring process.

Usage
You can use this document in a variety of ways. If you
are a new Hiring Manager and have never hired an
employee at DOC before, reading this document in its
entirety will provide you with a comprehensive
understanding of all components of the hiring process.
You can also use it as a reference guide throughout the
process. If you are familiar with the process overall, but
have a specific question regarding one step or topic, you
can reference that section using the navigation key at
the top of each page. In addition, each page of this guide
can be extracted and used as a one-pager resource to
educate relevant stakeholders on unique aspects of the
hiring process.
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Overview of the Hiring Process

Recruitment vs Hiring
Filling a vacancy is about more than selecting an applicant for the
job. It’s about attracting the best talent available. To secure the
most qualified candidates, you will need to focus on recruitment as
well as hiring.

Recruitment

“Recruitment is a targeted
and conscious effort to find
qualified candidates.
Recruitment activities
involve strategic outreach
to the communities that
foster the skills necessary
for a given field.”

Hiring

“Hiring happens at the
point of employment. It
is the process of
selecting and appointing
a job applicant. Hiring
considers the open
vacancies at one given
point in time.”

Tip For more information on how to develop an effective recruitment plan, see pages 14-15
in this guide and speak to your HR Specialist.
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Hiring Phases

Pre-Recruitment Phase
During the pre-recruitment phase you will work to plan and prepare for filling
your vacancy. Once you confirm funding availability for your position, you
must hold a strategic conversation between you and your HR Specialist about
the position, possible recruitment strategies, and issues that could impact the
hiring process. Once you agree on a plan, you may proceed

Preparing
the JOA

Application
Period

Applicant
Evaluation

Candidate
Selection

A closer look at
submitting a hiring
package and
classification.

An overview of the
application period.

An overview of what
to expect with the
Certificate of
Eligibles.

An overview from
checking references
to negotiating
incentives.

1.1 The Job Analysis
1.2 Knowledge, Skills,
Abilities (KSAs)
1.3 Assessment
Questions

2.1 While You Wait

3.1 Understanding the
Certificate of
Eligibles
3.2 The Certificate
Timeline

4.1 Sample Interview
Questions
4.2 Extending a TJO
4.3 Negotiating
Incentives

1. 4 Crediting
Plan/Rating
Schedule
1.5 The JOA
1.6 Involving a
Subject Matter
Expert in the
Process

Post-Recruitment Phase
After you have selected a candidate, the Vendor Staffing Specialist refers them
to the Office of Security (OSY) to undergo the security and suitability process.
This section covers the OSY approval process, the Final Job Offer (FJO), and
Entrance on Duty (EOD).
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Key Roles and Responsibilities
The hiring process has several key players, each of whom has a
different responsibility throughout the process. The following
section provides guidance and clarity on specific roles and
responsibilities.
Hiring Manager
This is you! You are responsible for identifying the hiring need,
developing the recruitment package, advising the Vendor Staffing
Specialist on the position, and selecting a candidate from the certificate
of eligibles. While you will not drive the overall process, it is very
important that you work closely and communicate with your HR
Specialist, Vendor Staffing Specialist, and, if needed, your HR Liaison.

HR Specialist
The HR Specialist is your strategic partner in the hiring process. They will
help you to think strategically about your hiring needs and advise you on
potential recruitment strategies during the pre-recruitment phase. They
will also remain your go-to resource for questions and guidance about the
overall process or any specific steps within it.

Human Resources Liaison
HR Liaisons’ roles vary by Business Unit. They perform a variety of
resource management and administrative duties. Some HR Liaisons can
assist you with hiring, specifically collecting the necessary resources to
create a Job Opportunity Announcement (JOA). You can get connected to
your HR Liaison through your Business Unit.

Vendor Staffing Specialist
Your Vendor Staffing Specialist will be a contractor assigned to support
you throughout the hiring process with transactional work. They work
with you to develop and post the JOA. They review and evaluate
candidate applications, contact candidates, and negotiate incentives with
candidates, if necessary. Their presence in the hiring process is to make
your job easier and to decrease the overall time it takes to hire.

Candidate
The individual applying to fill your vacancy and hoping to become a DOC
employee!
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Enabling Systems and Technology
You can expect to use one or many of the enabling systems and
technology listed here during the overall hiring process.

Accellion
•

A secure file-sharing platform

•

Used to send documents that contain personally identifiable
information

ACS
•

Automated Classification System

•

Allows users to create and edit individual position descriptions—
specifically for DOC Alternative Personnel System (CAPS)—by choosing
from approved career paths, pay bands, titles, specialties, etc.

HRConnect
•

Web-based application from DOC Enterprise Services

•

Enables users to process and manage personnel actions; also used to
classify and validate General Schedule (GS) position descriptions via
Job Code Requests

Monster Government Solutions
•

Online system for managing applications (Question Library and Cert
List)

•

Used to select assessment questions for job announcements and to
review job certification information for selections

Position Designation Tool
•

Assessment of the duties and responsibilities of a position

•

Used to determine the degree of potential damage to the
efficiency or integrity of the service from misconduct of an
incumbent of a position
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Pre-Recruitment Activities

Pre-recruitment activities are key to achieving an effective, efficient hiring
process, which will result in hiring the right person, for the right job, in a
timely manner. Once you determine a need to fill a position, whether it is
new or existing, contact your HR Specialist to discuss the position itself,
recruitment strategies, and any current or potential issues which could
impact the hiring process. After that, you can begin to develop your
recruitment package.

Key Players

Key Technologies

Hiring Manager (you)

ACS

HR Specialist

HRConnect

HR Liaison
Vendor Staffing Specialist

Key Activities
q Use/Develop valid and classified PD and Job Code
q Conduct a Strategic Conversation with HR Specialist
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Hiring Timeline Guide
Step
#

Description

DOC Standard
(calendar days)

1

Draft JOA; SF-52 to HR

4

2

Hiring Manager Approve JOA

2

3

JOA Posted to USAJobs

2

4

JOA Open; Receive Applications;
Notify

7

5

Evaluate Applicants; Rate; Rank;
Notify

15

6

Issue Certificate & Notify

7

Review Applicants & Interview

8

Tentative Job Offer; Accept; Security
Info

9

Security Docs to OSY; Finger Print;
eQIP

10

Official Job Offer; Accept; Notify

11

EOD

1
19
3
10
2
15
Total

80 calendar days
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High-level process map
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Selecting and Classifying a PD
Obtaining a classified position description (PD) for your
recruitment action is a critical activity you must complete
prior to initiating a hiring action in HR Connect. To do this,
you should understand common terms used in the
classification process, the differences between CAPS and GS
PDs, when you can reuse an existing PD, and how to establish
and submit a job code request in HRConnect.
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Position Description, Job Code, Position
Number

There are slight nuances between the terms described below. It is
important to distinguish between them to avoid confusion during
the classification process.

Position Number

A position number is an
eight-digit numerical
code generated in HR
Connect that denotes an
individual vacancy.
There can be multiple
positions associated with
one job code, but only one
position number per
employee or vacancy.

Position Description
(PD)

Job Code

The PD contains the title,
pay plan, occupational
series, grade or pay band,
and documents the duties
of the position, along
with key position
information critical to
employment such as Fair
Labor Standards Act
(FLSA) designation,
physical requirements, and
risk/sensitivity level.

A job code is a six-digit
code associated with a
PD in HRConnect. You can
search for an existing PD in
HRConnect if you know the
job code or submit a job
code request (JCR) in order
to obtain a classified PD.
The most recent job codes
will have Business Unit
specific letters at the
beginning and should be
good to use.

example

example

00037456

NE3213
NE3214
NE3215
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The Difference Between GS and CAPS PDs
The majority of DOCHROC’s positions are classified under the
General Schedule (GS) or the Commerce Alternative Pay Schedule
(CAPS). There are differences between the two that you should be
aware of when obtaining a classified PD.

GS

CAPS

Definition The classification
system covered by Title 5 that
includes a range of levels of
difficulty and responsibility for
positions in grades GS-1 to GS15.

Definition The classification
system that allows managers to
create PDs by choosing from
approved career paths, pay bands,
titles, specialties, etc.
Governing Body CAPS Board

Governing Body Office of
Personnel Management (OPM)
Career Paths Professional,
administrative, technical, clerical,
and other
System for PD Development
Microsoft Word
Classification Authority A
Classifier in the DOCHROC CSD
Operations team signs both pages
1 and 2 of the CD-516

Career Paths Scientific and
engineering (ZP), scientific and
engineering technician (ZT),
administrative (ZA), and support
(ZS)
System for PD Development
Automated Classification System
(ACS)
Classification Authority You, the
Hiring Manager, sign pages 1 and 2
of the CD-516, while a Classifier in
DOCHROC signs Page 2, block 30
of the CD-516

Tip CAPS positions will always require a new PD. Ask your HR Specialist for more
information.
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Using a Standard vs Creating a New PD
In many instances, there is already a classified position
description (PD) that you may use for the position you are
recruiting for. Please review the criteria below to determine if you
can use a standard PD or if you need to create a new one.

When should I use a standard PD?

Did you know?

q You have hired for this position within the past two
years and already have a classified PD and signed PD
coversheet (Job Code).
q The duties and requirements of this position are the
same as those of a position that already exists within
DOC and of which has a classified PD.

When should I create a new PD?

Each unique PD is
referred to as a “Job
Code” in HRConnect.
A position must have
an associated Job
Code in order to be
considered classified.
Information on how
to obtain a Job Code
is provided later in
this section on pages
20-23.

q The existing PD you have is over two years old.
q You are hiring for a brand new position that is different
from all other positions in DOC.
q You are making any changes to an existing PD.

Tip Ideally, you will be able to use an existing PD for your recruitment action. This will
save a lot of your time. Please contact your HR Specialist if you are unsure whether or not
you have a valid, classified PD that you can use for your recruitment action.
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Pre-Recruitment Strategic Conversation
What is the Strategic Conversation?
The Strategic Hiring Conversation with your HR Specialist allows you to gain advice from a
consultative business partner. Equipped with years of HR experience, your HR Specialist can
answer your hiring-related questions, discuss strategies to address historical recruiting
challenges, and guide you through other HR processes. When you identify a hiring need,
you should contact your HR Specialist to have a strategic conversation and determine the
plan to meet your recruiting need.
Confused about what to talk to your HR Specialist about? Don’t worry, your HR
Specialist will be equipped with hiring and recruiting specific questions that they will use to
guide the conversation. As a Hiring Manager or Proxy, you just need to be prepared to
discuss your hiring need, and the position you are attempting to fill. To help, you can use
the questions below to prepare for the conversation with your HR Specialist.

How to Start the Conversation
q Call or email your HR Specialist to schedule your Strategic Hiring conversation.
q *Reference the Pre-Recruitment Strategic Conversation Checklist below to address all
considerations*
q During the Strategic Conversation, ask for additional material on the hiring process, if
needed. The Timeline Guide (see page 11) is a great place to start.

*Pre-Recruitment Strategic Conversation Checklist Examples
q Have you filled a similar position before?
q Do you have experience hiring and do you understand the process?
q Can you utilize any hiring flexibilities to fill this position?
q Is there anything you can do to expedite the recruiting process in order to meet the 80-day
model?
q Have you thought through recruitment strategies and recruitment incentives to fill this
position?
q Can you expediate the hiring process by utilizing applicable special hiring authorities?
q Are you going to be available when the HR Specialist is scheduled to issue the cert?
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Expediting the Hiring Process: Special Hiring
Authorities

These appointing authorities enable you to hire individuals noncompetitively, without using the standard competitive 80 day hiring
model (process map attached here)
Military Spouse Appointment

Schedule A Appointment

This authority allows DOCHROC to non-competitively
appoint eligible candidates to a competitive service
position. It is separate from the Military Spouse
Preference Program, which entitles the spouses of
service members to appointment over other
candidates.

Schedule A is an appointment in the excepted service.
You can use it to fill special jobs for which it is
impractical to use standard qualification requirements
and traditional competitive procedures. At DOCHROC,
however, you will mainly use it for appointing persons
with disabilities. Eligible individuals may apply noncompetitively to a merit promotion announcement.

Candidate profile: A service member’s spouse, when
the service member meets one of the following
descriptions:
• Has received Permanent Change of Station move;
• Has a 100% disability rating; or
• Died while on active duty
Appointment term: Varies based on type:
• Temporary - Not more than 1 year
• Term - 1 to 4 years
• Permanent - Indefinite

Candidate profile: Most often, a person with an
intellectual disability, a severe physical disability, or a
psychiatric disability.
Appointment term: 2 year trial period, after which
employees may be non-competitively converted to a
permanent appointment in the competitive service.

Veterans’ Recruitment
Appointment (VRA)

30% of More Disabled Veterans
Appointment

This special hiring authority empowers DOCHROC to
appoint an eligible veteran without competition. You
can use it to fill GS-11 positions or below that are
otherwise in the competitive service.

This special hiring authority enables you to noncompetitively appoint eligible candidates to any
competitive service position. You can use it to make
permanent, temporary, or term appointments. Unlike
the VRA, there is no grade-level limitation.

Candidate profile: A veteran who meets one of the
following descriptions:
• Has received a campaign badge for service during
a war or in a campaign or expedition;
• Is a disabled veteran;
• Has received an Armed Forces Service Medal for
participation in a military operation; or
• Is a recently separated veteran (within the last 3
years) and separated under honorable conditions
(i.e., honorable or general discharge)
Appointment term: 2 year trial period, after which
employees may be non-competitively converted to a
permanent appointment in the competitive service.

Candidate profile: A person who served in the
Armed Forces at any time, was separated from active
duty under honorable conditions, and who has
established the present existence of a serviceconnected disability or is receiving compensation,
disability retirement benefits, or pension because of a
public statute administered by the Department of
Veterans Affairs or a military department.
Appointment term: Varies based on type:
• Temporary - not more than 1 year
• Term - 1 to 4 years
• Permanent - At least 60 days, after which
employees are converted at manager’s discretion

Tip Contact your (HR Specialist) for information on these and other special hiring authorities.
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Pathways Programs
The selective Pathways Programs channel students and recent graduates into
the Federal workforce. Use them to create a pipeline of educated and skilled
employees into growth and leadership positions. After successfully completing
the initial excepted service appointment, Pathways participants can be
noncompetitively converted into permanent or term positions.

Internship Program
The Internship Program provides
paid opportunities to students who
are enrolled (or accepted for
enrollment) in a variety of qualifying
educational institutions. Participants
work either part- or full-time, filling
staffing gaps in your office while
exploring Federal careers within their
fields of study. Long-term Interns
take on substantial projects related
to their academic interests, while
temporary Interns Not-to-Exceed
(NTE) fill traditional summer jobs, or
take on projects that don’t require
subject matter expertise. You will
need to post a vacancy on USAJOBS
to hire an Intern or Intern NTE.
Candidate profile Current students
(high school through graduate level)
Appointment term Indefinite for
Interns, up to 1 year for Interns NTE

Presidential
Management Fellows
(PMF) Program
The PMF Program is the Federal
Government’s premier leadership
development program. It targets
highly qualified advanced degree
recipients who have an interest in
and commitment to public service,
demonstrate academic excellence,
and possess management and
leadership potential. The Office of
Personnel Management (OPM)
administers the PMF Program and
charges $7,000 per Fellow for
recruitment, assessment, selection,
and placement, as well as events,
training, and support.
Candidate profile Recent
professional or masters’ degree
graduates certified by OPM as PMF
finalists
Appointment term 2 years

Recent Graduates
Program
The Recent Graduates Program
promotes careers in the civil service
to individuals who have graduated
from qualifying programs or
educational institutions within the
past 2 years (Veterans have up to 6
years if they couldn’t apply due to
their military service). Participants
receive specialized training and
professional development, complete
an Individual Development Plan,
and are assigned a mentor. You will
need to post a vacancy on USAJOBS
to hire a Recent Graduate.
Candidate profile Recent higher
education program graduates
Appointment term 1 year
developmental program; Business
Unit decides whether or not to noncompetitively convert to a
permanent or term position

Tip For more information contact your HR Specialist, Business Unit HR provider, or check out
the Commerce HR Bulletin on Pathways here.
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Considerations: Recruitment Incentives
What are Recruitment Incentives?
Recruitment incentives allow you to offer incentives to candidates for positions that are likely
difficult to fill in the absence of an incentive. There are a number of incentives that you can
utilize to make a position more attractive to candidates; however, it is important to remember
that these are not entitlements and should not be used for every position or candidate, and
differ by Business Unit for what is allowable in their respective budget

How do I offer a Recruitment Incentive?
Your HR Specialist is your resource for determining which incentives, if any, you are able to
offer. The five incentives described below are examples that you may wish to discuss with your
HR Specialist at the onset of a recruitment action. You can then keep certain incentives in
mind and offer them during negotiations with candidates on an as needed basis. If you wish to
offer an incentive during negations, approval from DOCHROC and your budget office is
required.
Annual % Pay Increase
You have the flexibility to set pay
for CAPS positions anywhere on
the band. The typical pay
increase offered to candidates
hiring through the CAPS program
is 6% and 3% for reassignments.
Although there is flexibility in
these pay increase percentages,
you should try to stick to this
recommended pay increase, only
offering more in the negotiation
process.

Superior Qualifications
Appointments

Student Loan
Repayment

Superior qualifications appointments
involve setting pay at rates above
step one of the GS grade to which
new employees are appointed. The
candidate’s skills, KSAs, experience,
and education must be relevant to
the requirements of the position to
be able to incentivize an applicant
with this offer.

The student loan repayment
incentive offers to repay
candidates student-loan debt up
to $60,000. For every year a
candidate works for the federal
government $10,000 of their loan
can be repaid. It should be noted
that it is required that a
candidate commit to the position
in federal service for three years
if offered this incentive.

Accelerated Annual Leave Accrual
Rate
Traditionally, new employees earn four hours of
annual leave per pay period upon entry to
Federal service regardless of their past private
sector experience. You can offer credit for years
of experience based on a candidate’s past
experience in order for them to accrue leave
hours at a higher rate; however, this is not an
entitlement and applicants should not expect
this in their offer.

Recruitment or Relocation Bonus
A recruitment bonus is offered to highly qualified and
specialized candidates and is, at most, 25% of that
candidate’s annual salary. This may have significant
budgetary considerations and used to attract highly skilled
candidates. Relocation incentives are offered when a
candidate with the necessary and required qualifications has a
mission-specific skillset that cannot be easily found in other
candidates. A candidate may also receive this incentive
because the position has been difficult to fill (e.g. location).

Tip Recruitment incentives should be considered up front and cannot be added to a
recruitment package after a candidate’s Entrance on Duty.
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Establishing a Job Code Request
If you are hiring for a new position and do not have a classified
PD, or are changing the duties of an existing position, you must
submit a request in HRConnect to classify the position. In
HRConnect, this is referred to as establishing a Job Code Request.
Details on how to do so are described below:

1. Initiate the Job Code Request
Initiate a Job Code Request by submitting a Job Code Request Package to the
Classification Team via HRConnect. A complete Job Code Request Package consists of
the following documents:
Position Description (PD) with all relevant information
completed including Title, Pay Plan, Occupational Series, and
major duties and responsibilities. Needs to be provided in an
electronic and editable Microsoft Word document.
PD Coversheet (CD-516) with all relevant information
completed on page 1. The classification team will fill out
page 2 and the classifier will sign the document after all
documentation is submitted and validated.
Organizational Chart outlining where the new (or changing)
position will fit in your organization.
Position Designation Tool assessment of the duties and
responsibilities of a position to determine the degree of
potential damage to the efficiency or integrity of the service
from misconduct of an incumbent of a position

2. Submit the Job Code Request Package in HRConnect:
After you prepare the Job Code Request Package, you will then submit the package in
HRConnect. Detailed instructions on how to submit the package are shown on the
following pages.
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Submitting a Job Code Request
The following steps outline the process that you should follow to
submit a Job Code Request Package in HRConnect:

1. Step One Launch an internet browser and go to:
<https://www.hrconnect.treas.gov>.

2. Step Two Log on to
HRConnect using your Hiring
Manager credentials.

3. Step Three Click on the “My
Team” view and select
“Establish New
Position”(see the image to
the right).

Step 3

4. Step Four The “Search PD
Library” page will appear.
DO NOT select any criteria,
just click on “Search” (see
image to the right).
(continued on the next page)
Step 4

Tip For questions or requests for access to HRConnect call
1(888) 361-2885 or email enterpriseservicesHR@doc.gov
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Submitting a Job Code Request (continued)
5. Step Five Scroll down to the bottom of the Search Results page and select
the “Click Here” option in “If the Position Description you need is not here
click here.”

Step 5

6. Step Six Fill out the following sections: “Position Title,” “Pay Plan,”
“Occupational Series,” “Grade,” and “Proposed Major Duties and
Competencies,”. This information will come from your PD. Then attach the
PD, PD Coversheet, and Organizational Chart by clicking “Attachment(s).”

Step 6
(continued on the next page)
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Submitting a Job Code Request (continued)
7. Step Seven Click “Submit” after you’ve filled out the form.
8. Step Eight You will receive a notification informing you of your submission
and providing you with a request number. Be sure to save the request
number for any future inquiries, which can be found on the pop up box or
in a confirmation email sent to your inbox.

Step 8
9.

Step Nine You will receive an email from a HR Specialist notifying you of
the status of your Job Code Request, requesting any additional
material, and/or providing classification recommendations or questions to
facilitate completion of the review and classification. Make sure to fully
read the email from the Classification Specialist and respond to any
requests, if needed.

10. Step Ten Once the position is classified (the Job Code is created) by the
Classification Specialist, you will receive an “Official Notice of
Completion” email from the Classification team. This email will include
both a classified position description and the signed PD cover sheet.
11. Step Eleven After you receive the classified PD and signed PD coversheet,
you are now ready to prepare the Recruitment Package. Instructions on
this process are included in the following section.
12. Step Twelve This is the end of the Job Code Request process.
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Required Recruitment Package Documents
To initiate a hiring action, you must submit a recruitment package
in HR Connect (HRC). The submission of the recruitment package
will prompt your hiring action to be assigned to a Vendor Staffing
Specialist. The documents required for submission on HRC are
outlined below:

Documents for Competitive
Hiring Actions
q Power Recruitment Request
• If this position is filling a recent
vacancy, make sure to include
the full name of the individual
who last vacated the position
q Classified Position Description
q Target Grade Level
q Career Ladder Grades/Bands
up to the full performance
level
q Signed PD Coversheet and Position
Designation Tool
q Optional Documents: Sample Job
Opportunity Announcement (JOA) if
reusing or modeling previous JOA,
draft of final Position Overview, and
Job Analysis forms

Documents for NonCompetitive Hiring Actions
q Power Recruitment Request
• Include the type of noncompetitive action being
requested (e.g., Schedule A,
Promotion)
• If this position is filling a recent
vacancy, make sure to include
the full name of the individual
who last vacated the position
q Candidate’s Resume
q Supporting Documentation
q Classified Position Description
q Target Grade Level
q Career Ladder Grades/Bands
up to the full performance
level
q Signed PD Coversheet and Position
Designation Tool
q Reassignment Opportunity Notice (if
applicable)
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Preparing the JOA

The following section provides an overview of the necessary components of
the Job Opportunity Announcement (JOA). Through an in-depth look at the
job analysis, KSAs, and assessment questions that make up the JOA, you
will be equipped with the knowledge needed to understand this phase of the
hiring process.

Key Players

Key Technologies

Hiring Manager (You)

Monster Government Solutions

HR Specialist
HR Liaison
Vendor Staffing Specialist

Key Activities
q Determine if Job Analysis needs to be developed
q If so, develop Job Analysis by working with Vendor Staffing Specialist
q Identify KSAs (Knowledge, Skills & Abilities) desired and needed for vacancy
q Select/develop assessment questions
q Create, develop, and finalize JOA
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A Closer Look: The Job Analysis
The job analysis is the foundation for all assessment and selection
decisions. A valid job analysis provides data used to develop
effective recruitment, selection, performance management, and
career development methodologies.
What is a Job Analysis?
A job analysis is a systematic review of the
duties of a position and the KSAs that are
required to perform them effectively. They are
both essential tools for effective hiring and
legal requirements for Federal employment
practices.

Value of the Job Analysis
To identify the best person for the job, you
must fully understand the nature of the job.
The job analysis provides the criteria that will
be used to determine which applicants will be
referred for consideration. Failure to do a
complete job analysis can result in a less than
satisfactory referral list.

Who Does What?
Vendor Staffing Specialist Performs
the actual analysis of the job and
documents the findings in consultation
with you and/or a Subject Matter Expert.
Subject Matter Expert Provides full
knowledge of the duties of the position
and the knowledge, skills, and abilities
necessary to perform the work.
Hiring Manager (You) Consults with
the Vendor Staffing Specialist, provides
necessary information and documents,
and if needed, identifies a SME.

When to Conduct a Job Analysis

Developing the Job Analysis

You do not need to conduct a new job
analysis every time you seek to fill a job.
Where job openings in the same occupation
recur frequently, you can often rely on
selection instruments that were developed
from recent job analyses of that occupation.
Make sure to talk with your assigned Vendor
Staffing Specialist to determine if a new
analysis needs to be completed.

Your assigned Vendor Staffing Specialist will
work closely with you and/or a SME to
identify and prioritize the major duties of the
position. This is done through a review of the
position description, classification standard,
performance plan, qualification standard,
etc. Then you will identify the KSAs that are
required to carry the documented duties and
rank them as either essential or desirable.

Make Sure to Be Prepared! Make sure you are prepared to discuss your position

with the Vendor Staffing Specialist, so that you can help them complete your Job Analysis
in a timely manner. You can prepare by gathering and reviewing information and materials
related to the job, such as the PD, evaluation statement, classification standard, and
performance plan.
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The Job Opportunity Announcement (JOA)
Your JOA is used to advertise your vacancy on USAJOBS. It informs
applicants of the key aspects of the position, how they can apply,
and how applications will be evaluated and ranked. A Vendor
Staffing Specialist will develop a draft JOA for you to review and
approve.
Your JOA is one of the most powerful tools
in the recruitment process. It provides an
important opportunity to make a first
impression on potential applicants, and may
strongly influence their decision to apply for
your position. Therefore, it is important to
create an announcement that is clear,
concise, and attractive. It should capture
interest and make applicants want to apply.
You should broadcast a realistic preview of
the position and provide a glimpse of the
organization and its culture, if possible.

Effective JOAs are…
Clear - Written in Plain Language, free of
Federal Jargon, Acronyms, and terms unique to
your organization.
Concise – No longer than 3-5 pages.
Attractive – Grab readers attention through
provocative questions (e.g. “Are you an
effective communicator?”) and positive “You…”
statements (e.g. “You will lead a team to…”)

Required JOA Elements
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q
q

Power Recruit Request
Funding Authorization (OS positions only)
Classified PD
Signed CD-516
Job Analysis including Crediting Plan
Specialized Experience/Duties
Strategic Checklist
CD-79 (if required)
Position Designation Tool

Optional JOA Elements
Make sure to talk with your Vendor Staffing Specialist about whether to include any of the
following elements in your JOA:
q Recruitment/Relocation incentive opportunities; q Work/Life programs;
q Alternative work schedules;
q Transit subsidies;
q Part-time employment and job sharing
q Employee assistance programs;
q Incentive award opportunities; and
opportunities;
q Telework options;
q Development and training opportunities
q Employee benefits;
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Involving a Subject Matter Expert (SME)
Involving a Subject Matter Expert (SME) throughout the hiring
process is an effective way to ensure that the Vendor Staffing
Specialist creates a JOA that attracts the type of candidates you are
looking for. The following guidance outlines when and how to
engage a SME and highlights their roles and responsibilities in the
process.
What are the roles and responsibilities of a
SME?
A Subject Matter Expert (SME) is a person with
comprehensive knowledge of the duties and
responsibilities necessary to perform a specific job.
The overall role and responsibility of the SME is to
provide a recommendation based upon their subject
matter expertise to the Vendor Staffing Specialist in
regards to relevant information needed to fill a vacant
position with a candidate that has the required skills for
that position.
The SME must be a neutral party and not plan on
applying for consideration for the position being
advertised. A SME may serve individually or with other
experts on an ad-hoc basis.

When can you involve a SME?
There are certain positions which require a SME to serve
as an important partner in order to understand the
nuances of people’s experience as it relates to the job.
DOCHROC has two policies about when a person can
become a SME. A SME can be used when they are:
1. Advising the elements of the JA before it is posted;
2. Evaluating the qualifications of candidates to
determine who is best qualified.

Who can be a good
SME?
A SME may be:
q A first-level Supervisor of
a similar position you are
attempting to fill, in a
different office or
organization
q A Superior incumbent at
or above the grade level of
the position in the same or
very similar positions;
q An individual with current
and expert knowledge of
the job’s requirements.

Be Proactive!
During your strategic
conversation with your HR
Specialist, feel free to ask if
you can utilize a SME if you
have a position that is highly
technical. Discuss the
characteristics of a good
SME, helping you identify
someone who can assist the
Vendor Staffing Specialist as
they develop the JOA.

Tip A SME’s involvement in the hiring process is to ensure that you are able to get the
candidate best fit for your position through the drafting and development of an accurate JOA.
Identify if your position requires a SME. If so, utilize their expertise and knowledge of a
position’s requirements to select a top performing applicant. If you have any questions on
how to identify a SME, reach out to your HR Specialist.
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Application Period

After you develop and post the Job Opportunity Announcement (JOA), the
application period begins. Candidates submit their applications on USAJOBS.
The Vendor Staffing Specialist receives these applications and will initially
assess their eligibility. As you wait for the results, continue working to share
your vacancy with qualified applicants, and prepare for the next phase of
screening, interviews.

Key Players
Hiring Manager (You)

Key Technologies
Monster Government Solutions

HR Specialist
HR Liaison
Vendor Staffing Specialist
Candidate

Key Activities
q Promote the JOA
q Receive candidate applications
q Prepare for interviews
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While You Wait
The application period captures the time during which candidates
respond to the Job Opportunity Announcement (JOA). While the
Vendor Staffing Specialist receives and screens the applications for
eligibility and qualifications, you can lay the groundwork for a
smooth interview process later on.
Suggestions: Prepare for interviews
Here are some things you can do to get ready for upcoming interviews and ensure that you are
prepared and confident for the interview process:

q Develop interview questions
These questions should help you make the most out of your interview
with the candidate. Think critically about what you want to know about
them, their experiences, and their skills.

q Block off time on your/hiring panel calendars
Avoid scheduling conflicts by blocking off time on calendars as early as
possible. During the interview make sure to devote your complete
attention to the applicant.

q Reserve interview rooms
If you require a room to conduct an interview, take a proactive stance
and reserve a room as soon as you have scheduled an interview.

Tip Recruitment does not end with posting the JOA. Think about how to get the word out to
qualified candidates through social media and other avenues. DOCHROC has a strong social
medial presence so get creative with how you push out your job posting.
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Applicant Evaluation

After closing the JOA, the Vendor Staffing Specialist evaluates all the
applicants. The Vendor Staffing Specialist first screens the applicants for
their eligibility and applicable Veterans Preference, reviews system
generated applicant rankings, and includes those who are best-qualified in a
Certificate of Eligibles or “Cert,” which they will pass on to you. During this
phase, you should prepare for receipt of the certificate which may involve
reviewing applications, conducting interviews, and performing reference
checks.
Key Players

Key Technologies

Hiring Manager (You)

Monster Government Solutions

Vendor Staffing Specialist

Key Activities
q Evaluate applications for eligibility and qualifications
q Issue Certificate of Eligibles
q Continue preparing for interviews
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Understanding the Certificate of Eligibles
The Vendor Staffing Specialist rates and ranks applicants to create
the Certificate of Eligibles, or “Cert”. Top scoring candidates will
move on to the Cert and be considered for employment.

What is the Cert?
The Certificate of Eligibles, also known as the
Applicant Referral Certificate and/or the Referral
List, captures the best-qualified, eligible
candidates. The applicants who end up on the cert
are ones who you will consider for the vacancy.

What will you see on the Cert?
q Certificate number
q Title of the job
q Series of the position
q Grade of the position

Did you know?
A “best qualified” candidate is an
applicant who scores 90 or higher
on the rating scale, including
Veterans’ preference.
Veterans’ preference comes from
the Veterans' Employment
Opportunities Act, under which
qualified ex-military members or
active-duty reservists are entitled to
receive preferential treatment in
hiring for Federal Government jobs.

q Duty location
q Eligibles’ names
q Eligibles’ contact information (e.g. phone number and email address)
q Category rating of each eligible certified, including their veterans’ preference points
q Veterans' preference (if applicable) symbol of each eligible (CPS, CP, XP, TP or NV)
q Issue date
q Return due date

How many names will you get?
You must be able to consider at least three names for appointment to each vacancy in the
competitive service (5 U.S.C. § 3317). If you have less three names in the “best qualified”
category, you must coordinate with the Vendor Staffing Specialist to merge the “best qualified”
list with the “well-qualified” candidates and submit a merged certificate. If there are fewer
than three eligibles for a particular position, review the JOA and recruitment efforts to
determine if they were adequate. You may need to re-advertise the position to attract
additional candidates for consideration.
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What to Expect Next: The Certificate Timeline
Certificates have an expiration date. Selections must be made
within the given time frame.

19

30

180

The candidate selection process is required to be completed
within 19 days of the date the certificate is issued

In rare circumstances, an extension request must be
submitted with required justification* to extend the
Certificate of Eligibles up to an additional 11 days, if
approved

DOCHROC may re-issue a Certificate of Eligibles without readvertising if another vacancy becomes available for a
position with the same duties, qualifications, and duty
location, as long as it is within 180 calendar days of the
initial date of issuance of the certificate and CTAP and ICTAP
requirements are met.
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Candidate Selection

Throughout the candidate selection phase you have the opportunity to
decide which candidate will make the best employee for your vacancy.
Whether or not you’ve checked references and conducted interviews, the
Vendor Staffing Specialist extends a tentative job offer (TJO) to the selected
candidate. During this period the Vendor Staffing Specialist may also
negotiate with a candidate—on a list of approved incentives decided by you,
your HR Specialist, and budget office. As soon as the candidate accepts the
TJO, you are one step closer to filling your vacancy and onboarding a new
employee.
Key Players
Hiring Manager (You)

Key Technologies
Monster Government Solutions

HR Specialist
HR Liaison
Vendor Staffing Specialist
Candidate

Key Activities
q Interview candidates
q Conduct reference checks
q Return Certs
q Extend Verbal Offer
q Negotiate incentives (if necessary)
q Issue written TJO
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Basic Reference Check
Once a tentative decision has been reached about the candidate you
will select, you will need to reach out to the candidate provided
references.
Not sure what questions to ask? Refer to the example questions
below to help guide your conversations with candidate references.
You are not required to ask all of the below sample questions.

Sample Basic Reference Check Questions
q

What were the beginning and ending employment dates for this individual?

q

What was this individual's beginning and ending salary?

q

What positions did the individual hold?

q

What were the individual's most-recent job duties?

q

Why did the individual leave your organization?

q

Would your organization rehire this individual and why?

q

In your opinion, what are the individual's strengths? Weaknesses?

q

Does this individual work better independently or in a team-setting?

q

Was this individual a motivated self-starter?

q

Do you think this individual will perform well as a [insert job title]?

q

Is there anything of significance you'd like to add (such as promotions, awards,
performance feedback, historical usage of leave, etc.)

Tip Take the following best practices into account when conducting reference checks:
1. Take a structured approach by having specific questions you will ask the reference(s);
2. Document the results of the reference check—include any derogatory information received
since you may need that information later on.
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The Interview: Sample Interview Questions
The following guidance and sample interview questions will help you
make the most of a candidate interview. Following the guidance
below will help you prepare for interviews and help you make an
informed hiring decision.
The Welcome
The interview portion of the hiring process can be exciting yet intimidating for
a candidate. Greet the candidate when they arrive and thank them for coming.
Build rapport with them so that the interview feels more like a conversation.

The Warm Up
As you begin the interview, provide the candidate with a brief overview of the
interview process, the job position, and DOCHROC. Start with a few warm-up
questions to put the candidate at ease before working up to more substantial,
behavioral questions.

The Main Event
After the introductory question(s), begin asking questions that relate to the
position requirements. The categories and questions on the next page are
sample questions to help you navigate the interview.

The Follow Up
After you have finished asking the candidate questions, provide them with the
opportunity to ask any questions they may have. This provides you with an
excellent opportunity to elaborate on DOCHROC, your role, and details of the
specific job responsibilities. Be prepared to answer a variety of questions from
the candidate.

The Departure
Before concluding the interview, inform the candidate of your anticipated
timeframe for making a decision. Finally, thank the candidate again for
interviewing with you and DOCHROC.
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Sample Interview Questions (continued)
Administrative Skills
q Describe the type of routine office procedures that you have had to follow. What
volume of paperwork have you been responsible for?
q What experience have you had in handling confidential records? How do you ensure
the confidentiality and security of information and records maintained in the office?
Attention to Detail
q Describe a project or task that required your attention to small details and issues in
order to keep the project on track and produce a quality project. How did these
matters come to your attention? How did you handle them?
Change Management
q We often face many changes in the workplace. Describe a specific situation in which
you feel you were especially effective in adapting to an unanticipated change.
Customer Service
q In this job you will be interacting with a variety of individuals. Occasionally, you will
interact with individuals who are dissatisfied with the service they received.
Describe a difficult customer situation you’ve encountered and how you solved it.
Decision-Making
q Describe some examples of decisions or recommendations you are called upon to
make in your current or past position?
q What has been a stubborn or recurring problem area you would like to solve in your
current job? How would you solve it?
Interdisciplinary Skills
q How would you describe your relationship with your most recent supervisor and
coworkers? If I were to contact them today, what would they say about you?
Skill Areas
q Please describe the skills, abilities, and experience you have that qualify you for this
position.
Teamwork
q Provide me with an example of when you worked very effectively as a member of a
team. What was the task? How many people were involved? What was your role?
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Extending a Verbal Job Offer (TJO)
A Verbal Offer is extended to a candidate after you have
interviewed, evaluated, and identified them as the best fit for your
vacancy. However, before the TJO is extended, the Vendor Staffing
Specialist must follow certain procedures, such as reviewing the
Reemployment Priority List (RPL).

Candidate Selection

Issuing a written Tentative Job Offer (TJO)
1. Factor in negotiated incentives if applicable
2. Write up conditions of verbal job offer
3. Extend formal tentative job offer

Although the Vendor Staffing Specialist drives much of what occurs
during this step in the process, ultimately you make the final
decision of who to hire. Therefore, work together with your Vendor
Staffing Specialist and use them as a resource to ensure that you
have the candidate you need and want for your vacancy.
If you have any specific questions or want to learn more about how
a Vendor Staffing Specialist extends the TJO contact your HR
Specialist.
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Negotiating Incentives
Recruitment incentives can be used to make a position more appealing to a candidate.
During the strategic conversation with your HR Specialist, you should have discussed the
various recruitment incentives available to attract top talent. During this conversation, you
should have also discussed the incentives you are able to use if a highly skilled and
qualified candidate is hesitant to accept the position.
Only incentives discussed with your HR Specialist can be offered to a prospective
candidate. The steps outlined below, highlight the process that you will take to negotiate
incentives with your candidate.
During negotiations, you will communicate closely with your Vendor Staffing Specialist and
HR Specialist about the appropriate incentives to highlight. If you have any questions on
how you should approach a negotiation, need further clarification on the process, or are
still unclear about negotiating incentives, please contact your HR Specialist.

Negotiation Process
1. The Vendor Staffing Specialist extends a verbal tentative job offer (TJO)
to the candidate.
2. The candidate declines the TJO or asks to negotiate.
3. The Vendor Staffing Specialist speaks with you and makes a
recommendation on potential incentives based on their conversation with
the candidate.
4. You determine which, if any, incentives to offer.
5. Provide the necessary documentation for the type of incentive you wish to
offer and send it to your Vendor Staffing Specialist for approval.
6. Your Vendor Staffing Specialist communicates the approval or denial of
the incentive to you and escalates the approval process if additional
approvals are required (this depends on the type of incentive offered).
7. If approved, the Vendor Staffing Specialist offers the incentive to the
candidate.
8. The Vendor Staffing Specialist extends the written tentative job offer.
Tip Please remember that recruitment incentives cannot be added to a recruitment package
after a candidate’s Entrance on Duty.
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Preparing for Your New Hire

Before a final job offer (FJO) can be extended to your candidate, they must
go through a security and suitability check with the Office of Security (OSY).
After the candidate has been approved by OSY and the FJO has been
extended, Entrance on Duty (EOD) can begin. This section highlights how to
navigate this process and how to prepare for your candidate’s EOD.

Key Players
Hiring Manager (You)

Key Technologies
Accellion

HR Specialist
HR Liaison
Vendor Staffing Specialist
Candidate

Key Activities
q Undergo security process
q Determine candidate suitability
q Extend FJO
q Start EOD
q Prepare for candidate arrival
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Security Process

After you select a candidate, there are a few more steps required
before they officially become an employee. The following section
details the processes and required documentation to onboard your
selected candidate. Please note that you (the HM) are not directly
involved in the Security Process.
What is Security?
Security is the first step in the post-hiring phase. Security refers to the mandated
procedures a selected candidate must go through to officially become a DOCHROC
employee. The steps in the security process are outlined below:

1. HR Submits OSY Coversheet
q The OSY coversheet is a request to OSY to initiate an investigation on behalf of the
candidate.

2. OSY Conducts Personnel Investigations Processing System (PIPS)
Check
q OSY looks up the candidate in OPM’s Central Verification System (CVS), which contains
information on background investigations and security clearances. This process identifies
whether or not the candidate has to go through a new investigation.

3. Candidate Completes E-QIP
q A web-based system that facilitates the processing of background investigations for
Federal security, suitability, fitness, and credentialing purposes. Two important
components of the E-QIP are the Credit Check & Fingerprinting.

4. OSY & ER/LR Check Suitability
q Suitability issues are an indication that an individual has vulnerabilities that are a
security concern.

5. Vendor Staffing Specialist Completes Conditions of Employment
q COEs are additional pre-employment requirements that may vary by Department.
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Security Process (continued)
2. Conduct PIPS Check
q After receiving the proper documents, OSY initiates a Personnel Investigations
Processing System (PIPS) check. OSY looks up the candidate in OPM’s database
system, Central Verification System (CVS), which contains information on background
investigations and security clearances. This process identifies whether or not the
candidate has to go through a new investigation.
q The PIPS check may lead to two potential outcomes:
Your candidate already holds the
required clearance for the position.
In this case, they move directly to
completing other Conditions of
Employment (COEs) (see Step 5
on the next page and EOD.

3. Complete E-QIP

or

Your candidate does not hold the
required clearance or holds a clearance
not suitable for the current position.
The candidate needs to go through a
new investigation. OSY notifies the
Vendor Staffing Specialist, and the
candidate is invited to complete an EQIP.

q Credit checks are required for all positions. If necessary, send a Fair Credit Reporting
Form to your candidate to complete.

4. Fingerprinting
q Fingerprinting is required for all types of background investigations. Your candidate’s
prints are run through a database to identify any criminal records. Prints are purged
from the system every six months.

Electronic Questionnaires for Investigations Processing (e-QIP) system:
A web-based automated system that facilitates the processing of standard forms used
in background investigations for Federal security, suitability, fitness, and credentialing
purposes.
For more information visit: https://nbib.opm.gov/e-qip-backgroundinvestigations/first-time-user-instructions.pdf
(continued on the next page)
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Security Process (continued)
5. Check Suitability
q The e-QIP system sends the completed form to OSY to
conduct a secondary review and identify any unmitigated
suitability issues. Examples of suitability issues, include
alcohol or drug abuse, criminal conduct, and foreign influence.

Suitability
Issues

q If mitigatable issues arise, DOCHROC’s Employee
Relations/Labor Relations (ER/LR) is contacted to address any
outstanding suitability issues. If any non-mitigatable issues
exist, the Vendor Staffing Specialist will withdraw the
candidate’s TJO.

Suitability Issues
are an indication
that an individual
has vulnerabilities
that are of security
concern.

q Once ER/LR mitigates all suitability issues, OSY releases the
investigation to OPM to obtain the certificate of investigation.
q This concludes security responsibilities for OSY.

6. Complete Conditions of Employment
q Some DOCHROC positions have additional pre-employment
requirements, or COEs that must be met. Such COEs will vary
by each Business Unit and may include subject matters such
as but not limited to official transcripts, medical clearance, and
license/certifications.
q If additional COEs need to be met, the Vendor Staffing
Specialist will work with the candidate to gather all relevant
documents and information in accordance to Department
policy.

Conditions of
Employment
(COEs)
COEs are additional
pre-employment
requirements that
may vary by
Department.

q Once all COEs are met, the Vendor Staffing Specialist will work
with you to establish a start date and issue a FJO to the
candidate.
q After the FJO has been issued, you can begin to prepare for
Entrance on Duty (EOD) and welcome your new employee.

Tip New employees will attend EOD orientation in a group setting. New employees in field
offices will attend EOD orientation based on individual Business Unit procedures.
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Entrance on Duty (EOD)
Once an EOD date has been established for your new employee, it
is time to begin preparing for their first day on the job. EOD
coordination varies by office location, however, details on
preparations for EOD in the HCHB Building are described below:

Tuesday

Any new-hires expected to come on board the upcoming pay-period must have
received a Firm Job Offer letter by the 2nd Tuesday of the pay-period.
In order for an applicant to receive a Firm Job Offer all of the Conditions of
Employment(COE) must be met by COB 2nd Tuesday of the pay-period. COE
may include but not limited to receipt of SF-75 info from the losing Agency;
Official Transcripts; Security Clearance; Medial/Drug Testing Clearance;
Approval of Recruitment/Relocation Incentives and/or Creditable Leave.

Wednesday

On the 2nd Wednesday of the pay-period by noon, HR Specialists must have all
new hire employees whom are expected to report for the upcoming pay period
listed on the EOD spreadsheet. HR Specialists cannot add any new hires after
the 2nd Wednesday of the pay-period without the approval of Senior
Leadership. Exceptions to this process are limited.

Thursday/Friday

Preparing for EOD

On the 2nd Thursday and Friday of the pay-period the HR Specialist/Assistant
responsible for leading Orientation in OEC will begin the preparation of New
Hire Orientation. This process involves sending the EOD spreadsheet and
Employee Orientation Agenda to the New Hire stakeholders such as
Benefit/Payroll Team, Security, OS Budget Office, Transit Subsidy POC, OIG,
Enterprise Services, and ERLR; Creating Orientation folders which involve PIV
Request Forms so that new hires may receive temporary DOC badges,
Initiating individuals in US Access so that they may receive PIV cards and
preparing Time & Attendance sheets.
(continued on the next page)
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Entrance on Duty (EOD) (continued)
Day of EOD
q On an employee’s EOD date, DOCHROC will ensure all orientation facilities are prepared.
By 8:15am, your candidate will arrive at the Herbert C. Hoover Building (HCHB) main
lobby. From there, they will meet up with other new employees in the same onboarding
class and will be escorted by an OEC POC to the orientation room no later than 8:30
am.
q Orientation will include appointing the new hires as DOC employee, completion of
collection of in-processing forms, and an In-Processing Team whom will present on
transit subsidy, physical security, civil rights, payroll/benefits and ethics.
q The last step in orientation is at the Badging Office, where your new employee will
receive either a (PIV) or temporary badge, depending on the progress on the
background check.
q After the new employee receives a PIV or temporary badge they will report back to the
HCHB main lobby where you or your designee will meet and escort them to their office.

Post EOD
q Following a successful onboarding day, the OEC, in collaboration with the Vendor
Staffing Specialist. Will submit all in-processing paperwork to ES for processing.
q Benefits Enrollment forms must be completed by your new employee and submitted
through the ES Service Now Portal within 60 days of their EOD.
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Onboarding

A positive onboarding experience will support your employee’s
transition into DOC and enable them to successfully contribute to
your Business Unit’s mission. The following section provides you
with strategies to facilitate an effective onboarding process.

1. Principles for Successfully Onboarding
Keep in mind the following key principles when organizing new employee onboarding:

Onboarding is a Team Effort
Onboarding becomes more
effective with involvement from
all team members. Try using a
“buddy” system or preceptor
program.

Onboarding is a Process,
Not an Event
The process starts before your
employee arrives at DOCHROC
and continues through the first
year of employment and even
beyond.

Onboarding is Planned and
Structured

Onboarding is About More
Than Filling a Job

Time invested upfront in planning
onboarding activities will develop
employees faster. Keep in mind
that new hires move through
onboarding at different speeds
and in different ways.

Introducing your new team
member to the formal and
informal culture, values, and
practices of DOC can go a long
way in setting them up for
future success.

(continued on the next page)
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Onboarding (continued)
2. Seven Tips to Fulfill Your Roles and Responsibilities as a Leader
Your role is to work side-by-side with your new employee to help them thrive during this
critical transition period. Consider utilizing the tactics below to do so:
1. Clarify your expectations up front
q Tell your new employee what you expect from them by clearly phrasing your
expectations and making sure they are comfortable with them;
q Don’t assume that a new hire will know exactly what to do.
2. Don’t assume that qualifications equal success
q Great qualifications may not directly translate to an easy transition;
q Give positive feedback on strengths and coach them through weaknesses –
address concerns the first time.
3. Spell out important points about organizational and departmental goals,
culture, and dynamics
q Cover “big picture” topics of DOC and of your department such as culture,
mission, and goals.
4. Help your new hire nurture their network
q Introduce your new hire to team members they will be working closely with;
q Introduce them to key internal customers and discuss client expectations;
q Invite them to internal and external meetings when suitable.
5. Be honest about potential pitfalls and past mistakes
q Discuss past mistakes in the department or team and brainstorm ways to
prevent future occurrences;
q Discuss possible obstacles to success and strategies to overcome them.
6. Hold regular onboarding check-ins
q Keep in close contact with your new hire through monthly or quarterly check-ins
and assess how they are adapting to their new work environment.
7. Make coaching resources available before there is a crisis
q See yourself as a coach for your new employee;
q During a crisis, a good coach:
q Listens attentively to their team members;
q Helps them understand why the crisis occurred; and
q Offers suggestions for mitigating the downside effects.
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Onboarding (continued)
3. Ideas to Welcome New Employees
Create a “Welcome
Book”

Create a “New Employee
Support Group”

Ask colleagues on your
team to write short blurbs
about themselves—include
pictures to make it fun and
interesting!

Establish a routine gettogether for new hires to
share their experiences,
successes, and ask
questions.

Plan a “Welcoming Event”

Plan a “Welcome Event”

Create a “Get to Know
You Questionnaire”
Provide your new
employees with fun
questions to answer in
order to get to know them
better. (e.g. What is your
hidden talent?)

Host a welcoming breakfast
or lunch to facilitate
interactions outside of the
workplace.

4. Defining Culture
DOC’s culture is unique. Helping new employees understand our culture will play a key
role in creating a positive working environment. In addition to creating a welcoming team
environment, it helps to explain to a newcomer what your group culture is. Below are
some questions that will assist you in brainstorming this task:
q How would you describe the work environment?
q What are the informal rules of the team?
q What is positive and advances our team? What hinders our team?
q What does the team value the most?
q How are decisions made? Who is involved in the process?
q Who, outside the team, are important stakeholders in decision making?
q What is the informal hierarchy?
q What do you need to be successful within this team and within DOC?
(continued on the next page)
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Onboarding (continued)
5. Buddy System
Buddy systems are a beneficial strategy to help new employees feel welcome and promote
success. A buddy is someone who partners with a new employee during their first year of
employment to offer advice and guidance while helping them foster their skills and their
professional development.
An effective buddy is someone who:
q Demonstrates high performance and sets a positive example;
q Knows how to be successful in achieving the organizational mission;
q Can serve as an effective source of advice and encouragement;
q Can succeed in steering new employees in the right direction;
q Helps create and maintain a positive, productive culture of excellence;
q Proves they are someone whom the new hire can trust;
q Establishes a sense of belonging for the new hire.
Roles and Responsibilities for establishing a buddy system in your Business Unit include:
Manager Responsibilities

Buddy Responsibilities

q Selects positive role models as
buddies

q Serves as an informational resource
for the new employee on policies,
procedures, work rules, norms, etc.

q Ensures the buddy has the
bandwidth to mentor the new
employee
q Provides the buddy with the tools
needed to be an effective buddy
(e.g., skills in coaching, feedback,
communication)
q Monitors the buddy-employee
relationship and evaluate the
effectiveness of the program

q Provides insight, feedback, and
information that supports the new
employee’s social involvement in the
department
q Assists in training the new employee
q Functions as a tour guide – provides
introductions of organization and
employees
q Identifies resources to help the new
employee
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Glossary of Terms
Term
CAPS
Cert
COE
DEU
EOD
E-QIP
FJO
FLSA
GS
HRC
JA
JCR
JOA
KSA
MGS
MP
NTE
OEC
OIG
OPM
OSY
PD
PDT
PIPS
PMF
RPL
SME
TJO
VRA

Definition
Commerce Alternative Pay Schedule
Certificate of Eligibles
Conditions of Employment
Delegating Examining Unit
Entrance on Duty
Electronic Questionnaires for Investigations Processing
Final Job Offer
Fair Labor Standards Act
General Schedule
HR Connect
Job Analysis
Job Code Request
Job Opportunity Announcement
Knowledge, Skills, Abilities
Monster Government Solution
Merit Promotion
Not-to-exceed
Office of Employment and Compensation
Office of Institutional Government
Office of Personnel Management
Office of Security
Position Description
Position Designation Tool
Personnel Investigations Processing Systems
Presidential Management Fellows
Reemployment Priority List
Subject Matter Expert
Tentative Job Offer
Veterans Recruitment Appointment
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OF-306
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Power Recruit Request
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Power Recruit Request (continued)
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CD-516
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CD-516
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CD-516
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Position Designation Tool (PDT)
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Position Designation Tool (PDT)
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Position Designation Tool (PDT)
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Position Designation Tool (PDT)
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Position Designation Tool (PDT)
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CD-79
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